JULY PLEDGE SIGNING CEREMONY


JULY PLEDGE SIGNING CEREMONY - AB Won Pat International Airport

The Guam Visitors Bureau recently held a special signing ceremony for the Ha’a Adai Pledge for several of the tenants of the A.B. Won Pat International Airport Authority, Guam. Pictured here with GVB Board Chairman Monte Mesa (seated second from left) and GVB Deputy General Manager Nathan Dargh (standing second from right) are representatives from Guam Customs & Quarantine Agency, China Airlines, Tripsh B Forwandene Inc., PacAir Properties LLC, ASIG - Aircraft Services International Group, EVA Airways and Inertia Bush-Air.

CHAGI CHAMORRO

Good Morning!
Manana si Yuos
(ma-nata-mai ai mi-nos)

LIVING THE HAFE ADAI PLEDGE

Include Chamorro cuisine into menus for your office get togethers and functions, such as kalaguen, red rice or lilayis.

DID YOU KNOW?

The Guam Visitors Bureau recently launched an awareness campaign in an effort to motivate the people of Guam to rediscover their island and to educate them about the Guam brand and to inspire them to become ambassadors of their island. The first television commercial focuses on the colors of the Guam Brand logo and what they stand for:
- Yellow, our Sun, the Warmth of our Peoples
- Blue, the Ocean that gives us Life
- Green, our Trees
- Brown, our Land, in which our Roots are embedded

You can view the commercial by clicking on this newsletter.

GUAM PEDIAMEDIA: INARajan

Inarajan Village: The southern village of Inarajan is known as the most distinctly Spanish-style village on the island, with the village proper on Inarajan Bay, remaining intact over the decades. A visitor could drive through the small Spanish barrio-style streets, which until recently were one-way streets, and see the history of Inarajan in its old houses. The houses reflect a mixture of architecture influenced by the Spanish period and the early American period (early 1900s). The village retains many of its traditional ways, with the St. Joseph Church still at the center of many activities, including the village’s annual fiestas. Residents of the village are a small number of families whose roots are deeply entwined in Inarajan. Very few outsiders have moved into the village, and very few modern structures have been erected. Inarajarans listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1977 as an historic district. It is also the home of Gin Po’go Cultural Village, set along the bay.

For more, Click to know! Guampedia: guampedia.com/inarajan-instahan/
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Contact Us
Take the Ha’a Adai Pledge today!
For more information, call 646-5278 or email Hadaadi@visitt Guam.org

Like Guam Visitors Bureau on Facebook
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